A multiscale method is described in the context of binary Hop eld{type neural networks. The appropriateness of the proposed technique for solving several classes of optimization problems is established by means of the notion of group update which is introduced here and investigated in relation to the properties of multiscaling. The method has been tested in the solution of partitioning and covering problems, for which an original mapping to Hop eld-type neural networks has been developed. Experimental results indicate that the multiscale approach is very e ective in exploring the state-space of the problem and providing feasible solutions of acceptable quality, while at the same it o ers a signi cant acceleration.
Introduction
The Hop eld neural network model 7, 8] and closely related models such as the Boltzmann Machine 3, 1] have proved e ective in dealing with hard optimization problems and yield near-optimal solutions with polynomial time complexity 6, 20] . The basic idea is to encode the objective function and the problem constraints in terms of an appropriate energy function which can be minimized by the neural network architecture.
The energy function corresponding to a Hop eld-type neural network with n units, connection weights w ij (with w ii = 0) and threshold values i has the form: (1) whereỹ = (y 1 ; : : : ; y n ) is the state of the network. We are concerned with networks of binary units which operate asynchronously. At each time instant one unit is selected randomly and the change in the network's energy that will result if the selected unit i changes state is computed:
E i (ỹ) = (2y i ? 1)( n X j=1 w ji y j + i )
If E i (ỹ) < 0 then the change is accepted, otherwise it is rejected. If the weights are symmetrical (w ij = w ji ) it is ensured that the network will settle into a state corresponding to a local minimum of the energy function 7, 18] , where E i (ỹ) > 0 for all i = 1; : : : ; n. In solving optimization problems, our objective is to reach the global energy minimum. The Boltzmann Machine Optimizer 1, 2] is based on the idea of applying an annealing schedule 11, 12] to the operation of the Hop eld network from an initial high temperature down to a temperature value near zero. At each temperature, the network operates as described previously, but a di erent update rule is used in case E i (ỹ) > 0: the state of unit i changes according to some probability function which in general depends on the quantity exp( E i (ỹ)=T ) where T is the temperature parameter. As T tends to zero, the probability also tends to zero and the update rule becomes the same as in the pure Hop eld case.
In the following, we rst describe the multiscale method for binary Hop eld-type networks. According to this method, a smaller network is constructed by grouping the units of the original network. The minimization of the objective energy function is carried out by performing iterations either in the original or in the coarse-scale network. The above technique has been originally introduced in 13] , where a general description can be found within a slightly di erent notation framework. Moreover, the method in its general formulation was tested in 13] , in the context of the Set Partitioning problem, using the neural network architecture described in 20] and a random allocation of units to groups. In order to provide insight into the operation of multiscaling we introduce in this paper the notion of group update in binary Hop eld-type networks; instead of selecting a single unit to update at each time step, we consider a group of units which are selected and updated simultaneously. We prove that there exists a direct relation between performing single updates in the coarse-scale network and performing group updates in the original ne-scale network. The idea of group update helps highlight several issues, which can be very useful in applying the multiscaling approach for solving optimization problems. Indeed, we consider the solution of the Set Partitioning and the Set Covering problems, for which an e cient grouping of units can be devised based on an original mapping of the problems to a network architecture. The performance of this approach is evaluated in terms of numerical experiments which yielded very good results.
Multiscaling in Binary Networks
The idea of multiscaling originates from the methods of numerical analysis 4, 14] and particularly the multigrid methods 9], which have been successfully applied to the solution of partial di erential equations. The basic principle is that we can speed up convergence in a large optimization problem by introducing a smaller approximate version at a coarser scale and alternating the relaxation steps between the ne scale and the coarse scale instances of the problem.
The above idea is used in 15, 16] to optimize a general Hop eld objective function of continuous neural variables. A quite general methodology is suggested, that cannot be applied in the case where the ne and coarse scale vectors have binary elements. This happens because the mapping from the original variables to the coarse scale variables and vice versa cannot take a simple form as suggested in 16], since the linear combination of binary variables does not yield a binary variable. Indeed, the fact that both vectors contain binary valued elements makes necessary the dependence of the mappings on the current state of the ne-scale network. The multiscale method discussed next uses a transformation of special nature and is appropriate for the widely used class of neural network optimizers with binary units.
Consider a Hop eld-type neural network with n binary units (n-net), symmetric connection strengths w ij (with w ii = 0) and threshold values i . Suppose now that we wish to switch to a smaller network with p units (p-net) that is also assumed to be a Hop eldtype neural network with binary units. The mapping from the n-net to the p-net is based on partitioning the units of the n-net into p disjoint groups, such that each group G k , k = 1; : : : ; p, corresponds to a unit k of the p-net. We shall use the notation P to represent the partition.
If the state of the n-net isỹ ? = (y ? 1 ; : : : ; y ? n ) the corresponding energy function E(ỹ ? ) can be written:
Suppose that while being in stateỹ ? we decide to switch to the small network. Suppose also that we have a way of appropriately constructing the p-net. At some later time, after operation of the small network, we decide to switch back to the n-net. 
Taking into account the energy de nition, after some algebra equation (6) yields:
where the quantityÊ(~ ) is given from the following:
We can easily observe that the quantityÊ(~ ) represents the energy of a network of size p whose state is given by the vector~ = ( 1 ; : : : ; p ) and whose connection weights x kl k = 1; : : : ; p, l = 1; : : : ; p take the form:
To be consistent with the energy de nition (1) the quantities x kk should be equal to zero. We can achieve this by making a slight change to equation (8 (11) and the threshold ! k of each unit k of the small network is:
Alternatively, using equation (2) we obtain the following expression:
It is important to note that, since the original network has symmetrical weights the pnet has also symmetrical weights (i.e., x kl = x lk for all k = 1; : : : ; p, l = 1; : : : ; p), as we can easily observe from equation (11) . This fact ensures convergence of the p-net when used in Hop eld-type operations. Another observation is that in order to compute the weight x kl only the weights w ij connecting the units belonging to groups k and l are involved.
The procedure of multiscaling can now be described as follows: while being in a statẽ y ? of the original network, we create a small p-net as de ned above. Then we can perform iterations on this network and, using equation (4), we can return to the original network whose energy is now given by equation (7) . A characteristic of the method is that the computation of the weights x kl and the values ! k depends strongly on the stateỹ ? of the n-net at the time of transformation. Thus, the computation must be repeated each time we wish to switch to a p-net. This imposes an overhead that may restrict the number of transitions between the networks. It should be stressed, however, that the cost of switching back to the n-net is negligible.
As a conclusion we can state that it is possible to achieve multiscale operation in a binary Hop eld-type network by apropriately partitioning its units into groups and constructing a binary Hop eld-type coarse-scale network. The operation of the latter emulates the interaction among the groups of units of the original network. According to the result of this interaction all units participating in a group either change or retain their state. A transition of a unit of the coarse-scale network to the`on' state corresponds to a group update in the underlying ne-scale network. Therefore, the operation of multiscaling suggests a more general way of performing state transitions in a Hop eld network: a group of units can be selected for update and, based on the resulting energy di erence (which has to be de ned properly), all units of the group either accept or reject the state transition. In the following section a formal de nition of the notion of group update is presented and the exact correspondence between performing group updates in the ne-scale network and performing single updates in the coarse-scale network is established.
Group Updates
The operation of the Hop eld model is based on the notion of single updates. At each step we randomly select a unit and calculate the di erence in the energy of the network that would result if the state of this unit was altered. Based on the energy di erence, we decide whether the state of the unit must change or not. We shall use the term trial to denote the above operation. Changing the state of a unit will be referred to as update. Hence, a trial is eventually followed by an update.
In this section, we introduce the notion of group update which constitutes a generalization of the notion of single update. The di erence lies in the fact that instead of selecting a single unit to consider for update, we can select a group containing a number of units. In a manner analogous to the single unit case, we rst perform a trial by calculating the di erence in the energy that would result if the state of all units in the group was altered. Then a decision must be made whether a group update must take place, i.e., whether the states of all these units must change or not. It is clear that group operation di ers from synchronous operation 1], which consists of simultaneously performing individual trials and updates and also from block-sequential operation 10]; according to the latter operation mode, the state vector is divided into subvectors which are sequentially updated, where within each subvector individual updates are performed simultaneously (synchronous operation within each subvector).
Consider a discrete Hop eld-type network with n binary units as de ned in the previous section. Suppose that while being in stateỹ ? = (y ? 1 ; : : : ; y ? n ) we consider a group G consisting of m units and perform a trial on this group. If the trial is successful, a group update takes place and the new stateỹ = (y 1 ; : : : ; y n ) of the network will be such that: 
The above equation can be written:
Equation (17) provides the change E G (ỹ ? ) = E(ỹ) ? E(ỹ ? ) in the network's energy caused by the group update. The energy change can also be written in the form: (18) where, according to (2), E i (ỹ ? ) is the change in the network's energy in case the network is in stateỹ ? and unit i is selected for a single update. A more intuitive interpretation of equation (18) can be obtained in terms of the following proposition. Proposition 1. The change in the network's energy due to a group update from stateỹ ? is equal to the sum of the individual energy changes that would result if the units of the group sequentially changed state starting fromỹ ? and following an arbitrary order.
Proof: Suppose that by sequentially performing those changes, the network's state will successively pass through statesỹ 1 ,ỹ 2 ; : : : ;ỹ m , i.e., we consider an appropriate numbering of units such that the change of the state of unit i 2 G causes the transition from statẽ y i?1 to stateỹ i (we haveỹ ? =ỹ 0 andỹ m =ỹ). Since nally the states of all units in the group have changed, the total energy di erence is:
In stateỹ i?1 the states of units 1; : : : ; i ? 1 have changed. Using the fact that E i (ỹ) = (2y i ? 1)( P n j=1 w ji y j + i ) and y i j = y ? j + u j , j = 1; : : : ; i, it is easy to verify that
Substitution from (20) into (19) yields the expression given by (18) for the energy change resulting from the group update.
It is obvious that in order for an operation style based on group updates to be successful, the identi cation and selection of appropriate groups of units must take place and this task is highly problem dependent. In many problem mappings there are constraints implying that certain groups of neural variables should have the same state or some pairs of other neural variables should have opposite states. If we start the operation of the Hop eldtype network from an arbitrary initial state satisfying those requirements and proceed by performing the appropriate group updates, we always move between valid states and thus the search is more constrained and e ective than in the general case where the whole state space is searched. In such a case, despite the fact that group updates are computationally more expensive, there is a signi cant performance bene t, since the number of iterations required to reach an acceptable network state is much smaller.
As far as grouping schemes are concerned they can be distinguished into state dependent and state independent. In the former case, the composition of the group that is considered for update at each time step is determined based on the current state of the network, while in the latter case the groups are speci ed from the beginning and remain xed during the operation of the network. We show in the next section that, if a state independent grouping scheme is considered, the use of multiscaling o ers a signi cant performance advantage.
As a matter of fact, the multiscale method is closely related to the notion of group update not only in an intuitive, but also in a formal way, as illustrated by the following theorem. Theorem 1. Suppose that while being in stateỹ ? of the n-net, a p-net is created. Then, the change in the n-net's energy in stateỹ caused by a group update concerning the units of the k-th group, is equal to the change in the p-net's energy caused by the single update of unit k in state~ , provided that the two networks are in consistent states, i.e., y i = y ? i +u i k if i 2 G k .
Proof: If the p-net is in state~ = ( 1 ; : : : ; p ), the change in the network's energy caused by a single update concerning unit k, is
Consider now the n-net being in stateỹ = (y 1 ; : : : ; y n ), where y i = y ?
For each i = 1; : : : ; n we de ne (4) and (5) we nd that
According to equation (18) , the energy change caused by a group update concerning group G k of the n-net is:
we have
Using equations (4) and (23) we obtain
Substitution from (11) and (12) into (28) nally yields:
Therefore, the operation of the coarse-scale network is given a meaningful physical interpretation, since it constitutes an exact simulation of group updates in the ne-scale network. An important consequence of the above theorem is that, if for a neural network architecture there is an e ective state independent grouping scheme, then instead of performing group updates it is computationally more e cient to create the corresponding coarse-scale network and proceed by performing single updates in this network. In the next section we consider optimization problems for which there is a naturally arising xed (state independent) grouping scheme and thus the employment of multiscaling is very bene cial.
Application to Optimization
We shall now examine the appropriateness of the multiscale method in solving optimization problems by considering the set partitioning and set covering problems. For these two problems we have developed original mappings to the corresponding ne-scale Hop eld network, which are of interest by themselves and allow an e ective exploitation of the advantages o ered by multiscaling. A similar methodology can be applied to most of the optimization problems belonging to the broad category of partitioning, covering, hitting and splitting problems 5].
Application to Set Partitioning
The formulation of the Set Partitioning Problem (SPP) has as follows 5]: Given a nite set S containing M elements and a collection C of subsets S i (i = 1; : : : ; N) of S, nd the minimum subset F of C such that all the subsets belonging to F are disjoint and they constitute a partition of S, i.e., their union is equal to S.
In order to deal with this problem we construct the following neural network architecture. Let k i (i = 1; : : : ; M) denote the number of occurences of the i-th element of S in the subsets belonging to C. For example, if k 1 = 2 there are two subsets in C that contain the rst element of S. The units of the neural network are arranged in M rows, such that row i corresponds to the i-th element of S and contains k i units, each corresponding to an occurence of that element in the subsets belonging to C. Thus, the unit (i; j) corresponds to the j-th occurence of the i-th element of S in the subsets belonging to C. If in the nal state of the network a unit (i; j) is in the`on' state, the subset S l corresponding to the j-th occurence of the i-th element of S must be incorporated in the solution set.
The problem constraints require that every element of S should be covered and the subsets belonging to the solution set should be disjoint. This implies that in the nal equilibrium state there must be exactly one`on' unit in each row, i.e., each element must be covered by one and only one subset. We shall construct the network so that every equilibrium state ful ls the above requirement. It is obvious, however, that this property of equilibrium states solves the problem of disjointness only partially, as it is still possible to have`on' units in di erent rows corresponding to non-disjoint subsets. This problem can be solved if we enforce the network to reach equilibrium points where either all units corresponding to the same subset are in the`on' state or all are in the`o ' state. We shall call these equilibrium points feasible since they correspond to feasible (valid) solutions of the original problem 1]. The network is constructed in such a way that every feasible equilibrium point is characterized by lower energy than any non-feasible equilibrium point. Thus, the lower the energy of the equilibrium point attained by the network the better the chance of nding valid solutions of the Set Partitioning problem instance. It must be noted that the problem of nding even one valid solution (not nessecarily the optimal) of the SPP is NP-hard. Therefore it is not possible to construct a neural network with all equilibrium points corresponding to valid problem solutions. Another important characteristic of the proposed architecture is that the resulting energy function is order preserving, in the sense that for feasible equilibrium points, the lower the corresponding energy the lower the size of the resulting solution set F 1].
It can be ensured that there is exactly one`on' unit in each row in an equilibrium state, by assigning a positive threshold value to each unit and imposing a strong negative connection between any pair of units belonging to the same row (no negative connections are assumed between units belonging to di erent rows). On the other hand, to favour feasible equilibrium states, a positive connection is imposed between any pair of units that correspond to the same subset.
Let us rst consider positive connections and threshold values. We assign the value 1 =jS r j to the strength of the positive connection imposed between any pair of units (i; j) and (k; l) (with i 6 = k) such that the j-th occurence of the i-th element of S and the l-th occurence of the k-th element of S correspond to the same subset S r in C. The threshold value of unit (i; j) is determined as follows:
where S r is the member of C corresponding to unit (i; j) and jS r j denotes the cardinality of the set S r . The value of the parameter > 0 can be arbitrarily speci ed, while the values of 1 and 2 will be determined from the requirements of the problem as will be described next. Note that, actually, both positive connection weights and threshold values are common for all units corresponding to a given subset S r . Since in an equilibrium state each row contains exactly one`on' unit, the network energy has the form:
z r (z r ? jS r j ? 2 ) 2jS r j
where z r (r = 1; : : : ; N) denotes the number of`on' units that correspond to subset S r . The value of 2 can be determined from the requirement that every feasible equilibrium state should correspond to lower energy than any non-feasible equilibrium state. Let us de ne the function f s (z) = z s 
where s max denotes the maximum value of jS r j (r = 1; : : : ; N).
After having determined positive connection weights and threshold values, it remains to specify the negative weight between each pair of units belonging to the same row, which must ensure that it is not possible to have more than one`on' unit in each row in an equilibrium state. We de ne the positive potential of a unit in a given state as the sum of the threshold of that unit (which is assumed positive) and of the positive excitation it accepts from other units. If unit (i; j) corresponds to subset S r , its maximum positive potential over all states is b ij = ij + 1 (jS r j ? 1)=jS r j. (Obviously, the maximum positive potential is the same for all units corresponding to the same subset.) It can be easily veri ed that, if the strength of the negative connection weight is greater than the maximum positive potential of both units it connects, there can be no more than one`on' unit in each row in an equilibrium state. We shall consider a common value b for the strength of all negative connections of the network, which is taken greater than the maximum b ij over all units (i; j). It can be seen that b ij > for jS r j > 1. For reasons that will become apparent next (Proposition 3), in any case the value of b is taken greater than 2 .
The proposed Hop eld-type network can operate as a Boltzmann Optimizer to minimize the energy function and, consequently, to nd feasible solution sets of minimum size for the SPP. It is also apparent that the employment of multiscaling is very attractive for this problem, since there is a state independent grouping of the units of the network. According to this grouping, all units corresponding to the same subset in C should participate in the same group and one unit of the coarse-scale network is allocated to each of these groups. If creation of the small network takes place at a state of the original network, where all units belonging to the same group are in the same state, then the created network has an additional important feature, as illustrated by the following proposition. Proposition 2. The feasible equilibrium points of the ne-scale network correspond to equilibrium points of the coarse-scale network.
Proof: Suppose that we create the coarse-scale network while being at a stateỹ ? having the property that all units belonging to the same group are in the same state. Suppose also that y is a feasible equilibrium state of the ne-scale network. Then, the corresponding statẽ = ( 1 ; : : : ; N ) of the coarse-scale network satis es that y ij = y ? ij + u ij k for (i; j) 2 G k .
In order to prove that~ is an equilibrium state, it is su cient to show that Ê k (~ ) > 0 for each unit k = 1; : : : ; N of the coarse-scale network. From Theorem 1 this energy di erence is equal to the energy di erence caused by the corresponding group update E G k (ỹ) in the ne-scale network. Therefore it is su cient to show that, in a feasible equilibrium stateỹ, holds that E G k (ỹ) > 0 for all groups G k , k = 1; : : : ; N, (where each group G k contains units corresponding to the same subset S k ). We distinguish two cases: i) All units belonging to group G k are in the`on' state. Since there is exactly one`on' unit in each row, we have for each unit (i; j) 2 G k :
Using equation (18) which is greater than zero.
ii) All units belonging to group G k are in the`o ' state. Since there is exactly one unit on' in each row, each unit (i; j) 2 G k receives an inhibition of strength b from the unit that is`on' in row i. Therefore:
and using (18) The equilibrium points of the coarse-scale network that correspond to feasible equilibrium points in the ne-scale network will be referred to as feasible coarse equilibrium points. All other equilibrium points of the coarse-scale network will be referred to as non-feasible coarse equilibrium points. It is possible to extend the result of Proposition 2 in terms of the following: Proposition 3. The feasible coarse equilibrium points correspond to lower energy than any non-feasible coarse equilibrium point.
Proof: Suppose that we create the coarse-scale network while being at a stateỹ ? which, as already stated, satis es the property that all units belonging to the same group are in the same state. Since E(ỹ ? ) is constant, we have from equation (7) that, if for two arbitrary states~ 1 and~ 2 the inequalityÊ(~ 1 ) <Ê(~ 2 ) holds, then, equivalently, the corresponding states of the original network will satisfy E(ỹ 1 ) < E(ỹ 2 ). Consequently, in order to prove the above proposition, it is su cient to show that for every feasible coarse equilibirum point the energy of the corresponding state of the original network is lower than the energy of states corresponding to non-feasible coarse equilibrium points.
If~ is a feasible coarse equilibrium point, the energy of the corresponding stateỹ is given by equation (33). Using (34) and (36) it can be shown that N 1 2 =2 < , and, therefore, we have for every jFj N that jFj 1 2 =2 < . Consequently, the energy E f of a feasible equilibrium state satis es:
On the other hand, if a coarse equilibrium point~ is not feasible, the resulting statẽ y will have the following characteristics: (i) due to the group update operation, for every subset S r , either z r = 0 or z r = jS r j (r = 1; : : : ; N) and (ii) there will be at least one row having either none or more than one unit in the`on' state.
Consider rst the case where there is a row that does not contain any unit in the`on' state, whereas all other rows contain exactly one`on' unit each. The energy of stateỹ takes the form:
Clearly, for every value of jFj holds that
Consider now the case where there is a row containing two units in the`on' state, and the remaining rows contain exactly one`on' unit each. The corresponding energy of the original network would be:
Given that b > 2 , we nd that E 2 > ?(M ? 1) and thus for every value of jFj:
Inequality (46) becomes stronger in the case where there exist more than two units in the`on' state in the same row. Moreover, it is obvious that inequalities (44) and (46) hold also in the case where there are more than one rows that violate the constraint of having exactly one`on' unit. Therefore, in any case we see that the feasible coarse equilibrium points correspond to lower energy than the non-feasible ones.
According to Propositions 2 and 3, the feasible solutions of a given instance of the Set Partitioning Problem correspond to the low energy states of the coarse-scale network. Consequently, the construction of the p-net allows us to approach (or even attain) the optimal solution despite the fact that the operation takes place at a coarse level. Therefore, one can use the multiscale method for the creation of the p-net and then perform iterations exclusively in that network in order to reach a feasible equilibrium state.
Application to Set Covering
The Set Covering Problem (SCP) has the following de nition 5]: Given a nite set S containing M elements and a collection C of subsets S i (i = 1; : : : ; N) of S, nd the minimum subset F of C such that the subsets belonging to F cover the set S, i.e., their union is equal to S.
The neural network architecture constructed to solve the problem features analogy to the one described in the last subsection. As previously, we denote by k i (i = 1; : : : ; M) the number of occurences of the i-th element of S in the subsets belonging to C and consider a network with its units arranged in M rows. Each row i = 1; : : : ; M is composed of two collections of units. The rst collection contains k i units, with unit (i; j) corresponding to the j-th occurence of the i-th element of S in the subsets belonging to C. If in the nal state of the network a unit (i; j) of the above type is in the`on' state, the subset S l corresponding to the j-th occurence of the i-th element of S must be incorporated in the solution set F.
As every element of S must be covered, there must be at least one unit in the`on' state in each row in the nal state of the network, i.e., there must be at least one subset covering each element. Satisfaction of this requirement can be achieved by letting each row i (i = 1; : : : ; M) contain a collection of k i ? 1 additional units and by imposing the constraint that in every equilibrium state there must be exactly k i`o n' units in row i. A simple way to do this is to set a negative connection of strength between each pair of units belonging to the same row and specify the threshold values and the strength of the positive connections of the network so that the maximum positive potential of each unit (i; j) will be less than k i and the minimum positive potential will be greater than (k i ? 1). The additional units shall be called slack units 19] and will be distinguished from the originally considered rst collection of units, which correspond to subsets and shall be called actual units. The above construction scheme ensures that all equilibrium states of the network are feasible since they satisfy the covering constraint.
A positive connection of strength 1 =jS r j is imposed between any pair of actual units (i; j) and (k; l) (with i 6 = k), such that the j-th occurence of the i-th element of S and the l-th occurence of the k-th element of S correspond to the same subset S r in C. This is necessary, since it is desirable in equilibrium states to have either all units corresponding to the same subset in the`on' state or all of them in the`o ' state. The above option leads to reduced redundancy in the nal solution set, by avoiding the existence of subsets that do not contribute to the covering of S as all their elements are covered by other subsets of the solution. We call the equilibrium points having the above property complete. The weights and thresholds of the network are speci ed so that complete equilibrium states correspond to lower energy than any other equilibrium state.
The threshold value of unit (i; j) is speci ed as follows. If unit (i; j) is an actual unit corresponding to subset S r then ij = (k i ? 3 
The value of 2 can be determined from the requirement that every complete equilibrium state should correspond to lower energy than any other equilibrium state. Using the function f s (z) de ned in the previous subsection, equation (49) takes the form:
The energy corresponding to a complete equilibrium state (i.e., either z r = jS r j or z r = 0 for all r) is given by
where jFj is the size of the subset collection F that corresponds to the solution of the problem. Using similar arguments as in the case of the SPP we nd that, in order for every complete equilibrium state to correspond to lower energy than any non-complete equilibrium state, the following inequality must hold:
2 < s min ? 1 Ns min ? 1
Moreover, the resulting energy function is order preserving for complete equilibrium states, as can be observed from equation (51). The value of 1 can be derived based on the requirement that the maximum positive potential of each actual unit (i; j) must be less than k i and the minimum positive potential must be greater than (k i ? 1). The maximum positive potential of actual unit (i; j) corresponding to subset S r is ij + 1 (jS r j ? 1)=jS r j, while the mimimum positive potential is equal to ij . This leads to the following two inequalities which must be simultaneously satis ed by the value of 1 
Therefore, in order to obtain the desired network characteristics, rst the values of > 0 and 0 < 3 < 1 must be arbitrarily speci ed, then the value of 2 must be determined so as to satisfy (52) and, nally, the value of 1 must be determined according to the inequalities (53) and (54).
A Boltzmann Optimizer based on the above de ned network is used to nd near-optimal solutions for the Set Covering Problem. As in the SPP case, a considerable bene t is expected from the employment of multiscaling, since there is a state independent grouping of the actual units of the network. According to this grouping, all actual units corresponding to the same subset in C should participate in the same group and one unit of the coarsescale network is allocated to each of these groups. Slack units are maintained in the p-net as individual units. In analogy with the SPP, we create the small network from a state of the original network, where all actual units belonging to the same group are in the same state.
In analogy with the SPP, it can be proved that the states of the resulting coarse-scale network that correspond to complete equilibrium points of the ne-scale network are also equilibrium points. In addition, it can be shown that the complete coarse equilibrium points are of lower energy than any non-complete coarse equilibrium point. As a result, it is possible to nd complete equilibrium states of the original network (and therefore near-optimal problem solutions) just by operating at the coarse-scale level.
It is possible for the network to reach a nal solution where there are still redundant subsets in the sense that all their elements are covered by other subsets of the solution set. These subsets can be removed from the solution set F without violating the covering constraint. To achieve this, we add a processing stage after termination of the multiscale algorithm. During this stage we successively specify groups in the ne-scale network and perform the corresponding group updates. At each step, the speci cation of the group of units to be updated is done as follows. At rst, all rows having at least one slack neuron in the`o ' state are marked. Then we search for subsets (contained in the nal solution) satisfying the property that all their corresponding units are`on' and belong to a marked row. If such a subset is found, we consider the group containing the actual units corresponding to that subset and one`slack' unit in the`o ' state from each of the respective marked rows. A group update concerning this group will further reduce the energy of the network since it removes one redundant set. The above operation is repeated until no suitable group can be speci ed.
Experiments
In order to evaluate the e ciency of our approach a series of experiments has been conducted regarding both the Set Partitioning and the Set Covering problems. These problems are of particular interest, since they constitute the basic formulation of many scheduling problems. The objective of the experiments was to examine the suitability of the proposed original ne-scale architectures for providing valid near optimal solutions and then to assess the capability of the resulting coarse-scale networks to speed up execution time and attain low energy states despite the fact that they operate at a di erent level of granularity.
To generate the instances of the SPP rst the number M of elements of the set S and the number N of subsets in the collection set C were speci ed. Then, in order to ensure the existence of at least one valid solution, we rst constructed a number of subsets of S by allocating each of the elements of S to one and only one of these subsets so as to create a disjoint solution. The remaining subsets were randomly constructed by deciding with probability q whether an element of S would belong to a particular subset. By varying the value of q the density of the resulting problem instance could be adjusted. The value of q was chosen in the range from 0:05 (sparse instances) to 0:4 (dense instances). For the generated problem instances, rst the optimal solution was found using exhaustive search. Then, the ne-scale architecture was used to solve the problem and nally the multiscale approach was applied.
As far as the ne-scale architecture is concerned, we tested its e ectiveness on small and medium (N smaller than 100 and M smaller than 50) problem instances since for large problem instances the size of the resulting neural network was very high (over 1000 units). Both sparse and dense instances were considered. In what concerns the annealing schedule, we have adopted the following logarithmic scheme 20]:
T n = T n? 1 1 + log f(n) (55) where f(n) = f(n ? 1)(1 + r) (with f(0) = 1) and r is the parameter that adjusts the speed of the schedule. All experiments with the ne-scale architecture were conducted starting from temperature T 0 = 10:0 and using a temperature reduction rate r = 10 ?7 . Also the value of the parameter was xed to 10:0 for all experiments. It should be noted that the above starting temperature is appropriate for this speci c choice of the value of . For greater (smaller) values of , the starting temperature must be higher (lower). At each temperature, a number of trials equal to 2n (where n is the number of network units) was performed and the annealing stopped if for 10 consecutive temperature values none of the units changed its state. The average value of the nal annealing temperature over all experiments with the ne-scale network was 1:74. The results obtained from the experiments are shown in Table 1 for small and medium size instances and in Table 2 for big size instances. As a metric of the quality of a feasible solution obtained for a given instance I of the problem we use the approximation ratio which is de ned as h(I)=opt(I), where h(I) denotes the cardinality of the obtained feasible solution and opt(I) denotes the cardinality of the optimal solution 17]. In each row of Tables 1 and 2 , the percentage of feasible solutions obtained and the approximation ratio averaged over all feasible solutions are depicted. The approximation ratio is not meaningful in cases where the percentage of feasible solutions is less than 50%. As can be observed, solutions of acceptable quality are obtained only for small problem instances (up to 50 subsets and 10 elements).
The above situation is remedied through the multiscale approach and the construction of the coarse-scale network, whose size is equal to the number of subsets N and independent Table 2 : SPP: Big size instances of the number of elements and the value of q. In all tested instances, rst the ne-scale network was constructed and then the creation of the p-net took place at the zero state of the n-net, i.e., y ? i = 0 for all i. The operation of the p-net started from temperature T 0 = 20:0 and followed a temperature reduction rate r = 10 ?7 , while the average nal temperature value was 3:6. As the weights and thresholds of the coarse-scale network are greater than in the ne-scale case (in absolute values) a higher value of T 0 was chosen for the annealing schedule 1]. After the operation of the p-net was terminated, the corresponding state of the n-net was found and the ne-scale network operated as a pure Hop eld network (with zero temperature) to provide the nal solution to the problem.
In what concerns the quality of the resulting solution, when the above annealing schedule was employed, feasible solutions were obtained for most of the experiments. In accordance with Propositions 2 and 3, all feasible solutions were attained by performing iterations only in the p-net, i.e., the resulting stateỹ of the n-net was a feasible equilibrium point and further operation at the ne-scale level provided no improvement. In the case of non-feasible coarse equilibrium points, the ne-scale network simply settled to the nearest equilibrium state (which was not feasible). This result establishes the capability of the coarse-scale network to e ectively search the constrained state space and provide solutions of very good quality. The average case approximation ratio over all tested instances was 1:25. It must be noted that solutions of better quality were found in the case of dense than in the case of sparse problem instances.
In addition, a signi cant bene t in terms of execution time was achieved, in comparison to the case where the ne-scale network operates solely. This is due to the fact that the resulting p-net is much smaller and, thus, the number of trials performed at each temperature is considerably reduced. (The speedup can be estimated as O(n 2 =p 2 ), since, for a network of size l, 2l iterations are performed at each temperature with each iteration requiring l multiplications.) Since, due to the problem formulation, just one execution of the p-net is adequate to obtain near-optimal solutions, this bene t is signi cantly higher than the overhead imposed by the construction of the p-net and by the fact that the annealing starts at a higher temperature. As Table 1 indicates, the average speedup for small and medium size instances was in the range between 2 and 18, while for large instances the speedup could not be determined, as the big size of the ne-scale network did not allow us to nd acceptable solutions in reasonable time (Table 2) .
It should also be noted that the quality of the obtained solution depends heavily on the choice of the temperature reduction rate. We have found that the chosen rate value N M Approximation ratio 30 10 1.12 30 20
1.18 50 10
1.27 50 30
1.03 50 50
1.13 100 10
1.18 100 30
1.31 100 50
1.24 Table 3 : Set Covering Problem provides solutions of good quality in reasonable execution time. In general, with smaller (larger) rate values the quality of the solution is better (worse), but the annealing procedure is slower (faster). Similar experiments were performed for the Set Covering problem. Due to the existence of slack neurons, the size of the resulting networks was bigger in this case, thus the experiments were performed for problem instances with N between 30 and 100 and M between 10 and 50. Moreover, both sparse and dense problem instances were examined. The value of was xed to 10 and the value of 3 was xed to 0:1 for all the experiments. The construction of a problem instance was similar to the SPP case, except that we were not concerned to create a disjoint solution. Care was taken so that every element participated in at least one subset. Due to the appropriate construction of the network all resulting solutions are feasible, i.e., all elements of S are covered.
Experiments with the ne-scale network have shown that the quality of the obtained solutions was poor, even for small problem instances. On the contrary, the multiscale method provided results of good quality. The multiscale scheme used in the experiments had the same characteristics as in the SPP case, except for the fact that the initial temperature of the p-net was set equal to 0:5. The annealing rate of the p-net was r = 10 ?7 and the average nal temperature was 0:11. In addition, as described in the previous section, a postprocessing stage was added to remove redundant subsets from the nal solution set. Table 3 depicts the average case approximation ratio for instances of various sizes, while the overall average case approximation ratio is equal to 1:18. As can be observed, the obtained results are quite satisfactory.
Conclusions
We have introduced the notion of group update in the context of Hop eld-type neural networks having binary computing elements, and we have shown that the multiscale approach is an easy and fast way for performing group updates. It has been proved that a single update in the coarse-scale network is equivalent (in terms of the resulting energy di erence) to the corresponding group update in the original ne-scale network. This fact makes the multiscale approach very attractive, especially in problems where state independent grouping schemes can be devised.
We have exploited the idea of multiscaling in solving optimization problems, such as the Set Partitioning and Set Covering problems. An original mapping of these problems to a binary Hop eld neural network architecture has been constructed, which is characterized by an order preserving energy function. Then, by appropriately grouping the units of this network, a coarse-scale network was created having the property that the low energy equilibrium points correspond to feasible equilibrium points of the original network. Thus, feasible solutions can be obtained by operating exclusively at the coarse level, allowing for both faster and more e ective search of the problem state space. In such a case, multiscaling can be considered as a method for developing a coarse representation of the problem without losing any signi cant information. A similar construction methodology (concerning the creation of both the ne-scale and the coarse-scale networks) can also be applied to other relevant combinatorial optimization problems such as the Set Packing, Independent Set, Vertex Covering, Set Splitting, Hitting Set etc.
